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Dedicated to children growing up above 125th Street
and below the poverty line, and to the hard workers
who tend to preschoolers every day.
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“Not the lofty, noble silvery vertical city but the vast, spread-out, sooty-gray
and sooty-brown and sooty-red and sooty-pink horizontal city, the snarled-up
and smoldering city, the old, polluted, betrayed, and sure-to-be torn-down-anytime-now city.”
—Joseph Mitchell

“Tell me, where do the children play?”
—Cat Stevens
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Author Note
In order to provide anonymity, the names of some characters
and places described in this account have been changed.
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FOREWORD
With humor, dedication, and attitude, Leah Wells—a music teacher and gifted storyteller—takes readers to the South Bronx and her Head Start classrooms.
Her tender, insightful and sometimes tense accounts will be an asset to any
music or art teacher, particularly specialists in early childhood education. Over
and over again, Leah moves beyond bureaucratic hurdles to offer children inventive music and movement classes on the lowest budget possible.
Reading these accounts made me wonder why there is so little money for
music and art classes these days, given the evidence that these courses have broadbased positive effects on children’s thinking and cognition. Early childhood music education as Leah describes it—teaching students how to sing, dance, and
play percussion in synchrony—can spur different brain areas to work together. In
the last twenty years neurological studies have highlighted ways in which music
engages children emotionally, verbally, physically, and in combination. Indeed,
song is a first exposure to drama and poetry. From a neuroscience or cognitive
psychology standpoint, music is an ideal vehicle for teaching and learning.
Listening to and singing songs is a potent form of mental stimulation, which
makes Leah’s work that much more vital to the growth of her students’ minds.
Through her lessons, children learn how to sing and play musical games with
melody, rhythm, rhyme, and repetition. When those children learn to read, they
will be asked to connect symbols on a page with sounds they have heard before,
which is a musical task. Abstraction of sounds into discrete units is the basis of
musical thinking, and this has clear overlaps with reading acquisition. In light
of the cumulative abundance of research on music and the brain, music classes
should be highly prized within schools—whereas it is actually the opposite. As
school districts cut music programs, they end the very courses that have the most
potential to activate students’ brains.
Engaging a room full of children in song and movement is an art unto itself,
and so the detailed lessons Leah presents here will be an invaluable resource for
both teachers and parents. It is crucial for memoirs like this to be written and
shared widely among classroom teachers so they can learn from each other’s
experiences, understand each other’s roles, and work together better as an interdisciplinary community.
				
—Gabe Turow, Ed.M., Ed.D.
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PROLOGUE
Over the years I’ve been employed as a visiting music and movement
specialist in preschools, summer camps, and daycare centers in New York City.
On Another Note is an account of my first year with Head Start, one of my steadiest employers. In 2003-2004 I found myself in neighborhoods I’d never known
before—Marble Hill, Highbridge, and Castle Hill, in the Bronx—doing something I’d never dreamed I could—bringing music to preschoolers from diverse
cultures and struggling families.
The Head Start Program is one facet of the larger war on poverty introduced
during the Johnson administration. I was excited to learn that a family friend,
social critic Dwight Macdonald, had helped inspire this program. I met Dwight
when I was a kid and remember him as a white-haired, outspoken grown-up—
someone to be admired. His writings about class in America bolstered President
John F. Kennedy’s efforts to attack poverty through instituting national programs that were designed to help the disadvantaged. Head Start was among the
most popular of these programs as it served very young children, whom nobody
could call “lazy” or “undeserving.”
When Lyndon Johnson became president after Kennedy’s assassination, he
decided to carry forward Kennedy’s uncompleted initiative. In his 1964 State of
the Union Address, Johnson called on the nation to declare an “unconditional
war on poverty.” Launched in 1965, Head Start began as a catch-up summer
school program. Its staff members were to help low-income children make a
successful entry into elementary school.
Despite controversy over its effectiveness, Head Start continues to receive
public support, serving over 22,000,000 low-income children. The initiative
aims to provide comprehensive early childhood education, health, nutrition,
and parent-involvement services to these children and their families. Its goals
are threefold: (1) to foster stable family relationships and community; (2) to
enhance children’s physical and emotional wellbeing; and (3) to support development of children’s strong cognitive skills. Clearly this was, and remains, a very
ambitious program.
As a consultant for Head Start, I’ve seen strengths and shortcomings in its
implementation, which I describe in this book. I’ve seen the centers provide
nutritional meals for children who otherwise might not be well fed. I’ve seen
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the program provide companionship for children who otherwise might be socially isolated, and opportunity for their parents to take on jobs that upgrade a
family’s income. And I have been part of its effort to introduce children to the
arts and culture, to help develop their cognitive, social, and motor coordination
skills in creative and good-spirited ways.
At least at the time I describe, Head Start often followed no mandated arts
or enrichment curriculum and employed uncertified consultants like me. Many
of my original ideas for the music program came to me on a whim. Over time,
my whims grew into a method. In this book, I share my process of designing
music curriculum responsive to the needs of very young children, hoping that
other teachers and caregivers may find my approach valuable—and fun.
Constructed as a “memoir with classroom exercises,” On Another Note does
not describe my young students in great detail, as in case studies. They were
three- and four-year-olds, and I saw nearly a hundred of them on a given workday. I was not their daily teacher, but a weekly visitor with a special mission:
to help them sing and move. I describe only those children who touched me
particularly. Therefore, the arc of growth presented in this memoir is mostly a record of my personal journey—how I faced the challenge of inventing fresh ideas
for groups of preschoolers, how I gained confidence, worked with other adults
around me, and learned about the neighborhoods where I taught.
I share my “slice of life” in its immediacy—local dialect and all. I have not
attempted to conceal the colloquial speech I encountered in the Bronx. It is fair
to assume that teachers throughout the United States speak with heavy accents
and employ dialects common to their regions. What counts most with guardians
of the very young is their vigilance and sensitivity.
High-quality early childhood programs are crucial to a society that calls itself
civilized. Much of our character forms around the age of three; many of our
interests and passions become alive then. We owe it to our children to nurture
their creative spirits when they are so young and receptive. A recent piece in the
New York Times Sunday Review by David L. Kirp reports long-term benefits for
students who attended strong preschool programs like Head Start.
All of this said, however, a show is only as good as the folks who run it. In
the hands of corrupt administrators, Head Start becomes as compromised as
any utopian blueprint fallen to fools. While many staff members I met worked
with valor and devotion, others disappointed me when they withheld teamwork
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that I sought from them in classrooms. Sadly, some staff members lacked empathy for the children and did not always serve their needs.
All social or educational programs need continual evaluation in order to improve. At Head Start, such testimony might be spoken not only by a professional
inspector, but also by the guy who wields a mop, an administrative assistant, or
even a middle-aged mother, like myself, who shows up for weekly music classes
with a guitar on her back.
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PART ONE
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Facing the Music
Christmas break is over, and my guitar and I are back at the center in Castle
Hill. Children rush to my legs, crying my name again and again like gulls calling
above the surf: “Miss Leah, Miss Leah, Miss Leah!”
I put my instrument aside and stoop for hugs, noting how their bright eyes
and small bodies have ever-so-slightly matured over the holiday—just a bit taller
and more defined than when I’d seen them in December. I never perceive these
changes in my own two sons, but wonder if their teachers will see a post-Christmas difference now.
“Move back, move back!” I command playfully. The children have clustered
at my ankle boots, and I rise up, large as a grizzly bear as I strap my guitar over
me, sending them to scoot backwards and giggle.
“Everybody, hands up high!” I’m pleased to see they remember this routine,
and raise their arms as I do. “Okay…hands down low! Behind your back…where
did they go?”
I look around, pantomiming confusion. The children delight in reassuring
me that their hands have not disappeared behind their backs and jiggle them
blissfully before me.
Strumming a D chord on the guitar, I prepare them to sing. There’s a new
activity up my sleeve, but I will first play a hearty round of “Jingle Bells” to unite
the room in a familiar song before launching into new instructions. The holidays have passed, but winter songs still prevail.
My routine at this center is rigorous—six classes, five in a row before lunch.
By the end of the morning I begin to crash, which makes it more challenging
when my supervisor, Miss Catalina, accosts me on my way to the staffroom.
“We have to talk, Miss Leah.” She tells me to meet her at her cubicle in back
of the main office. Then she disappears through a classroom door carrying a
stack of folders, and what can I do? Lunch in the staffroom will have to wait as
I find my way to the stiff, plastic chair beside Miss Catalina’s desk with nothing
to fill my empty stomach but my own anxiety.
For a few minutes I sit listening to the secretaries take phone calls and then
Miss Catalina swoops in. A Filipino woman of about sixty, she flashes me her most
chilling smile. Once seated behind her desk she asks if I have had a nice vacation.
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“Yes, thank you and how was yours?” I return as obediently as I have heard
the children recite their daily grace.
She squeezes her eyes shut and nods. “Now that it is January, Miss Leah, I
would like to know your intentions for our music program?”
I am too washed out to know in which direction to dodge. Is she going to
tell me that, from now on, I am forbidden to bring in toys, trucks, and punching bags that make her classrooms too raucous, and that I must adhere to more
conventional lesson plans? If that was the case, why had no one ever given me
guidelines? As I hesitate, she prompts me. “For example, what did you prepare
for us this morning?”
My mouth suddenly dry, I begin by saying that the children were all eager
to tell me what they did over their vacation, “often all at the same time,” I add,
searching for her eyes behind the reflection of her glasses. But Miss Catalina
isn’t smiling. She rests her chin on her folded hands and I have no indication
as to whether I am driving myself off a cliff. “I used this morning to review what
we’ve been exploring in the weeks before Christmas,” I go on. “We sang counting songs such as ‘Eighteen Wheels on the Big Rig,’ and took our ABCs to the
next level with a spelling song called Ragg Mop.
“Oh, and I tried to sneak a few brain teasers into the mix. For example after
we sang the days of the week I asked questions such as: ‘What days make up the
weekend? What days do I come and see you? I brought them a new song about
children going to school all over the world.” Sensing that I am babbling, I stop
and shrug. “I thought it best to keep things light on our first day back together.”
For a few terrible seconds she studies me. My head pounds and I hope she
will release me before the cooks remove the trays of fish and potatoes from the
staffroom. Finally she straightens her back like a cobra, announcing, “It is as I
had thought. You are deficient!”
Deficient. My heart sinks.
“Have you not been told about the Extravaganzas? I am certain that your
teachers informed you of the importance of our upcoming musical Extravaganzas. It is your chance for the children to show off what they have accomplished
in all these weeks of music time…and here, you come to us unprepared.” She
smiles incongruously. “Clearly you have not even begun to think about what you
will present.”
I’d heard murmuring about an end-of-the year event back in December. But
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we were so busy with Christmas then, and nobody had clarified exactly what the
Extravaganza was supposed to be, or that I was under any kind of deadline to
produce it.
“But we have until June, don’t we?” I query weakly.
“Yes, but you are already deficient.” That word again. “When Mr. Greg
was with us he would begin preparing the children as early as October. Did you
know that he would record the music himself and bring in such lovely CDs that
the teacher could use to practice with their children?” she recalls, misting over.
What a blow. As I’m finally getting the hang of concocting successful activities—joyful ones that get the whole class spinning and singing, and present
teaching opportunities—I am expected to sprout a whole additional skill-set and
produce a musical revue for three- and four-year-olds.
I doubt I can succeed. I know how hard it is to gain the kids’ cooperation,
even with the fun of balls and balloons and an open-ended agenda. How can I
get them to behave if I need them to sit still and memorize lyrics and practice
routines?
Oh, what is wrong with just letting off steam, singing, dancing, playing
games, and blowing bubbles? I had looked so forward to seeing the children’s
eyes when I surprised them with my parachute and new stack of colored scarves.
Over my thoughts, Miss Catalina explains that in the months to come I
will be asked to contribute to other events such as Martin Luther King Day, an
Earth Day show, and a spring assembly. Classroom teachers will lead most of
these programs. The most important thing I must do in the months ahead, she
emphasizes, is to prepare the children for the Extravaganza. “If this is to continue,” she prefaces cryptically, I must pick a theme and craft a performance upon
which my evaluation as a consultant will rest heavily.
“What is the budget for these Extravaganzas?” I ask, and she throws back
her head and laughs. “We have noticed that you like to be very creative in your
music classes with us, Miss Leah. Just use your creativity.”
Trays of lunch are still on the staffroom table, but I’ve lost my appetite after
my session in Miss Catalina’s electric chair. I squeeze myself between the elbows
of two teachers who speak Spanish and sit down with my throbbing head to
ruminate. It isn’t fair, with so much hanging on the success of these culminating events, that Head Start will not provide me with any money for props, cosLeah Wells 23

tumes, or scenery. Miss Catalina’s directive was clear: other than the long tubes
of brown butcher paper that lay in the supply closets, I will be on my own. “Just
use your creativity,” she had sneered, making it sound like a gauntlet dropping.
“And don’t forget to multiply this crisis by three because I have to pull off an
Extravaganza for all three of my centers,” I agonize to my husband Mark late that
night, when our boys are asleep. I told him about being declared “deficient,”
and he knows this is not the first time Miss Catalina has put me in the hot seat.
“Why not kill three birds with one stone and recycle the same program for
all three locations?” he suggests. Appreciating his point, I feel instantly less burdened; two thirds less burdened. “You always tell me that your classes feel too
long,” he continues, “that they drag on past their prime. Maybe rehearsing your
bits for the Extravaganza could be just what you need to fill the time?”
For a moment I sit, marveling at the good sense he makes, and also at how
fully he has listened to me.
“Hey, you know, you’re not bad at this stuff,” I say. “ You’ve just given me
more practical advice than all three of my so-called supervisors—you’re a lot
easier on the eyes, for that matter. Hmm, perhaps Brenda Keenan could find a
center or two for you to run—”
But I should not have mentioned employment to Mark. A moody shadow
crosses his features and in an instant he begins to pinch me.
“You are deficient!” he pipes.
“Ouch!” I cry. “That hurts!”
“You are deficient!” he repeats and tickles me until I dissolve into giggles.
We both laugh so hard that at first we don’t hear the faint wail that issues from
behind the closed bedroom door. We had thought the boys were out cold, but
suddenly our older son Haskell emerges from the darkness, sweet as Poo Bear in
his pajamas with feet, rubbing his eyes and asking, “But Mommy, why does Miss
Catalina hate you?”
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Starting with Head Start: How it Began
Rewind five months: Long, stifling days roll August into September. My
friend Janie calls to say that she and her husband are moving to California.
“Thought I should let you know that Greg was doing music classes for Head
Start last year. He says they’re looking for someone to take over. Why don’t you
call them, Leah? Are you doing anything, are you working now?”
People who don’t have kids are forever asking me if I’m “doing anything.”
Janie doesn’t understand that a tedious, blistering city summer of knotting
water balloons and settling playground arguments has me longing for school
to begin. The thought of packing my two sons, ages five and seven, off in the
morning only to take a long subway ride and surround myself with legions of
new four-year-olds feels overwhelming.
Still, times are tight because Mark has just lost his job.
“It’s good money, Leah. You’d be surprised! You’d probably be doing what
Greg was doing with the kids every day, just being yourself. Greg thinks you’d
be really good at this. Come on, say something! You know, with your experience
and skill-set you should at least give them a call. Here’s the number. Ask for
Brenda Keenan.”
I had never thought of my hot-summer mothering days as comprising a
“skill-set” or “experience” in the resume sense of the word. It’s true that anything with strings on it—guitar, banjo, mandolin, fiddle—I can play. But does
that count? In either of these two roles, as a mother and folk musician, people
rarely want to pay me. Now Janie proposes I could be paid for the two of them
put together. I’m warmed by how an enterprising friend fires up my own ambitions. Janie is a country and blues singer with whom I play banjo from time to
time. A few years ago she married her lead guitarist, Greg, a hot jazz artist and
arranger.
It is certainly telling that a musician as impressive as Greg must sing, “I’m
A Little Teapot” all day long. Maybe the teapot is empty because now Greg
and Janie are pulling up stakes to try their luck in the pressure-cooker of L.A.
sunshine. Janie is bravely leaving her day job as an executive assistant. Then
she really opens my bleary eyes by telling me that Greg is saying good-bye to a
two hundred-dollar per diem rate, for what I assumed at the time was “musical
babysitting.”
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And so, at Janie’s insistence during the second muggy week of September
2003, I fax my resume to the Head Start office in the Bronx. Brenda Keenan,
the staff coordinator, calls me right away. It’s happening too fast. Thanks to a
head lice infestation that my sons brought home from school—and Mark’s insistence upon buzz-cutting the entire family (including my ample locks)—I now
have a head as shiny as Mr. Clean’s. But of course, I swathe it in bandannas and
baseball caps, and sometimes even a wig. This does not strike me as job interview fare, but Brenda, with her husky alto, is encouraging. Over the phone she
has a kind of gruff informality that makes me feel more like I’m getting slapped
on the back by a teamster than scheduling an interview with an educational
administrator.
The day I am to meet with her, I opt for a long, decorative Ukrainian babushka to shroud my baldness. Following Brenda’s instructions, I board the
Number 6 Train and am instantly sorry that I didn’t bring something to read.
I have nothing to calm my nerves as the subway winds us further north on this
line than I’ve ever been. Although I was born in New York, nothing has ever
summoned me to these heights, or should I say depths, because it is both. The
train thunders through station after sooty station in the dark tunnel, and then
climbs to daylight where we float over city blocks of low, pale-brick apartment
buildings. When I disembark at the Castle Hill station my journey is far from
complete.
At the foot of the elevated station, Castle Hill Avenue appears to be a long,
bland strip of fast food restaurants and discount centers. None of the buildings
are over two or three stories and their palette is unusually pastel for this city. As
I make my way further from the station I pass residential buildings of clapboard
and shingles, painted pink and turquoise, and the polluted breeze that hits my
face is salted. Could we be close to a river or the ocean? Nobody I ask can confirm that I’m walking in the right direction for Metropolitan Avenue. Not one
of the three people I’ve stopped speaks English.
When I finally arrive, I meet a statue of Jesus in the waiting room, unmistakable in his crown of thorns and red robes. I’m reminded that Head Start is partially funded by the Archdiocese of New York, and that its centers are hosted by
Catholic schools. Before I meet Brenda, a secretary gives me a yellow application
form that asks me to list experiences that prepare me for the teaching position. I
don’t have a baccalaureate degree—in fact, I have only a high school equivalency
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diploma. That was the best I could do with my severe dyslexia.
I’m in the middle of describing my square-dance calling and trying to upgrade the hassles of throwing my sons’ birthday parties to “events planning,”
when a woman who I immediately assume is Brenda Keenan appears at the door
with hands on her hips and a big smile for me. I follow her upstairs and through
a hallway to her office. She’s middle-aged, well preserved—pink and unwrinkled
beneath her substantial weight and dyed brown hair.
“So how’s Greg?” she asks in her low voice as we settle ourselves onto office
chairs. We talk easily about his and Janie’s move to California. I take the gamble
of disclosing why I’m wearing the scarf, and she laughs and says they too have
gone through many episodes of lice at different Head Start centers. I’m not
necessarily glad to hear this, but I’m glad she’s not thrown by my predicament.
We’ve made a friendly bond, and as we continue speaking I sense that she’s
not even going to read what I’ve etched out on the application This woman has
never heard my guitar playing or seen me interact with children. Yet I have a
feeling that she likes me, and that the job is mine, in spite of my coming to the
interview bald as Yul Brynner.
The walk back to the Castle Hill subway stop is lighthearted. For starters,
I know where I’m going. What a relief not to have to stop and ask people for
directions, people who regard me with suspicion and seem to speak no familiar
language. I wonder if I’ve deceived myself about how well the interview went.
Will I be hired? I don’t want to leave the Bronx empty-handed, with no clear
answer for the family. I know Mark is really worried; he was not given any kind
of severance package from the digital printing house where he’d been night
manager for years.
At the base of the elevated Castle Hill station a corner newsstand beckons.
The trip back home will be long and I need some distraction from obsessing
about whether I will be making this journey again with a guitar case strapped to
my shoulders. I stand in line to drop my quarter for the daily paper—I have not
yet learned how to throw it down for the clerk, like a time-hardened commuter.
Stalled in line, I turn my eyes to the display of glossy weeklies. Oh, to have
a perky little turned-up nose and a peony pink bee-stung pout like these models
on the covers! And should I have the thick slash of my unibrow plucked into
those sassy, pencil-thin arches? Currently I have more hair in my eyebrows than
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on my head. All the lovelies this week are tilting their heads coyly and throwing these reckless, ecstatic smiles—perhaps the photogenic really do have more
“phun.”
Minutes later I huff up the long flight of iron stairs and board a southbound
Number 6 Train that barrels up to the rickety platform, causing the concrete to
tremble and sway like a buoy on the tide. When the doors close and the mechanical woman’s voice announces Parkchester as the next stop, I let myself sink,
as much as possible, into the hard seat to enjoy the parade of exotic avenues,
so new to my ears that I might as well have been visiting Estonia: St. Lawrence,
Morrison-Soundview, Elder Avenue, Whitlock Avenue, Hunts Point Avenue,
St. Mary’s Street.
At some point while I was reading the paper, the train has re-entered subway darkness. “This is a Manhattan-bound Six Train. The next stop is Cypress
Avenue.” The female robot announces each station, which is also displayed in
digitized red lights on screens at either end of the subway car. This announcement is followed, at intervals, by the ever-changing time, down to the minute. I
must be a very important astronaut to be furnished with all these data, blinking
at me from every direction! But while the high-tech Six Train rushes me into the
future, the crumbling porcelain and the soot-blackened mosaic tiles of these neglected stations above 125th Street carry me back to Pompeii before the volcano.
Other than the shadowy old man, sitting like a slouched Van Gogh peasant
at the far end of the car, the only other passengers are a pretty Hispanic mother,
stroking the hair of a little girl whose head rests on her lap. We sit directly across
from each other but avoid meeting eyes until the steel door at the end of the car
slams open and a quintet of unruly teenagers erupts between us. The girls are
wearing headphones and seem to be yelling at the boys over a soundtrack. Their
voices are high-pitched and as piercing as car alarms. Every word they scream is
“fuck” or “bitch.”
The mother’s hand that has been threading idly through her daughter’s
ponytail tightens and the little girl sits up. The teenagers push and shove each
other; they wobble as the train bucks. Several times they almost step on me.
Mother, daughter, and I have all stiffened in silent protest until the teenagers
hurl themselves through the next door just as recklessly as they had surged into
our car. The door slides shut with a loud crack and, in the abrupt silence, I finally meet eyes with the pretty mother who shakes her head.
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“They gonna kill theysells,” she says. I nod and raise my eyebrows. She looks
away and shakes her head again. “Thasss it, I’m telling you. One day they all
gonna kill theysells.”
At the 125th Street station she and her daughter leave the train and, in a
flutter of the most astonishing fingernails, she salutes me with a little wave. Her
nails are lacquered fire-engine red, and so fiercely curled that they remind me of
a long-horned sheep. Wow! How can you keyboard anything with a set of those?
Maybe she doesn’t have to. I will hope that for her.
It’s late afternoon by the time I finally walk through my own door. As we
agreed, my mother is watching the boys, and as usual the boys are watching TV.
Lately my mother has become a bit hard of hearing. So, in my absence, the boys
have joyfully let the TV volume soar out of control.
Over the noise, my mother calls from the kitchen, “How did it go, dear?”
But I’m distracted by the answering machine whose blinking light displays two
messages; everywhere I go blinking lights seem to tell me what to do. Hooray,
the first message is Brenda Keenan’s husky voice saying that she’d like to give me
the job. I will be working at three Head Start centers, which are all in the Bronx:
Mondays in Marble Hill, Tuesdays near Yankee Stadium, and Fridays in Castle
Hill. But the part about my having to go back to the main office gets drowned
out beneath little Simon’s mounting protest.
“Haskell, I don’t like this show. Turn it back! Mommy, Haskell is—”
“Shut up, Simon!”
“No, you shut up!”
“Mommy, he’s fresh!” gloats Haskell as I try to make out the second voice
that’s purring underneath the TV with its frantic commercials, all of which seem
to end with a man screaming: “some assembly required, batteries not included!”
“Could everybody please just keep it down?” I bellow, managing to stab the
repeat button on the answering machine. “I think I’ve just been offered a new
job!”
But as Brenda’s message replays, I can barely listen. I know I will have to
take the job; we have no other income. Can I imagine myself singing songs and
playing musical games with young children from some of the city’s roughest
neighborhoods? What on earth can I offer them?
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First Monday in Marble Hill
“Why do I need this?” I ask the orderly, whose hypodermic needle is poised
above my arm to administer a tetanus shot.
“Because sometimes when you work with children, they’re gonna bite you.”
The Head Start offices are willing to wait for my finger prints. But I cannot
be brought into the centers without the tetanus shot. So now I’ve found myself
in the office of the physician who accepts our temporary insurance, realizing this
job may bite me. I’m going to a foreign country and I need inoculations. I finish
my paperwork just as their budget is confirmed. We enrichment consultants will
be paid, and I am to begin work at Marble Hill the following Monday.
But with my family, the fun never stops. Monday morning Simon wakes
up with his right eye plastered shut. He has to be kept home from school with
a goopy case of pinkeye. With Mark to run him to the pediatrician, I have no
excuse for not launching myself onto the Bronx-bound subway. I am frozen with
dread, but after managing all the logistics at home there is a calming magic to
floating over the river on the elevated Number 1 Train above Dyckman Street,
traveling ‘through the looking glass’ to the north bank of the Harlem River—
which I have seen before only from the protection of my father’s car.
Looking down as we approach the river, I see a rugged procession of sprawling factories, their soot-blackened smokestacks rising out of the low buildings
like birthday candles stuck on a sheet cake. Gray intervals of parking lots and
warehouses are followed by a patchwork of tenement blocks, until suddenly a
network of crisscrossing steel girders accosts my view and my train is on a bridge
crossing the shimmering plain of the Harlem River, glassily mirroring the sky.
But soon enough my view is limited to the tar paper moonscapes that cover
the businesses of what must be upper Broadway in Marble Hill. The stations we
pull into are all fine old ladies up here, wonderful fleurs-de-lys medallions of cast
iron and gargoyles spying down into curtained tenement windows like those in
an Edward Hopper painting.
I try to peek into these windows, intrigued by the glimpses of passing rooms
and figures. We are close to my stop, as indicated in the little yellow directory
that arrived with my paperwork from Brenda Keenan. As the train pulls out of
215th Street I am on my feet and shrugging into my guitar case like a life jack30 On Another Note SAMPLE

et, waiting with a pounding heart for the doors to open at 225th Street. And
then my pounding heart and I are abruptly under the sky where I have to walk
some hundred yards on the long, narrow platform to find the exit to the street.
Through the cool, piney mist, which tickles my face as I look south, I can make
out the sandy bank of the river with bulldozers poised in their work, silent dinosaurs in the distance stooping to drink.
On this side of the tracks I find there is no station-house and I have to
push myself through a rusty gate that swings in a circle to eject me to the top of
a high, lonely, corroded iron stairway down to the street. Salt air from the river
has been feasting on the iron for decades, and although there is not a soul beside
me climbing down, many passing shoes have worn the steel treads on every step
to smooth treachery. As I make my way down the three long flights I hold tightly
to the banisters, lest a damp metal step should slip out from beneath my feet to
send my guitar and me ricocheting like a pinball.
I reach the bottom, but wonder what this staircase will be like in December,
covered with snow and ice. If anybody falls down, how long will they lie here
before being discovered? Aside from the whistling traffic, the street is silent and
the gray sky dark as a Brillo pad. Nobody will come to inspect this dilapidated
stairway. If I should slip, fall, and die, they’ll find a skeleton strapped into a
guitar case.
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SAMPLE EXERCISES from the book:

IF YOU’RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT DELUXE
Pukulan even inspires an exercise for my preschoolers. Having seen the children
so happy to work as partners on their mats, I think of how they might work in pairs
of two with “If you’re Happy and you Know It.”
I’ll call on my teachers to arrange the children into pairs. Then they can sing the
song and perform with a partner instead of responding individually. For this purpose
I will also adapt the activities we sing to suit this new
form. For example: “If you’re happy and you know it,
Pat-ty Cake!” I can demonstrate clapping my palms
together with a teacher, and the children can imitate us
with their partners.
“If you’re happy and you know it, let’s hold hands.”
Again, with a teacher, I can demonstrate holding her
hand and swinging it lightly.
Next: “If you’re happy and you know it, hold both
hands!” Now I’ll have the children holding both their
partner’s hands and swinging them.
And after that, still with joined hands, “If you’re happy and you know it, go
round and round!”
I’ll ask the children to walk in a circle with their partner as we sing. Then we
give our partner a hug or a handshake. After all this fun I can play the song in minor
chords, pretend to cry and ask that the children wave goodbye to their partner. Now
we have a new hit variation to the old favorite, with a little lesson in partnership.
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PATITO THE DUCK
Patito, Patito,
Qué comes? Qué comes?
Arroz! Arroz!
Da me! Da me!
NO! NO!
Patito, Patito,
What are you eating? What are you eating?
Rice! Rice!
Give me some! Give me some!
NO! NO!
Turn your hands into two quacking duck bills by separating your thumb from
the rest of your cupped fingers and then bringing them together; quack, quack!
Recite the small script with your class of ducklings echoing you after each
utterance and moving their hands as you do.
When you get to the part where Patito demands “Give me some” or “Da me”
in Spanish and his companion answers, “No!” swivel one of your wrists so that
your duckbill shakes its head “no” from side to side.
The naughty finale is non-verbal as Patito doesn’t take “no” for an answer.
Make one of your duckbills clamp shut over your other hand, maybe with a
swallowing sound or gulp, as Patito devours his unabliging companion. Not a
model for enduring friendship, but a silly and often requested classroom routine.
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A phone call from an old friend results in a surprise job offer for Leah
Wells. Going to work as “Miss Leah,” a music and movement specialist
for Head Start, means journeying both farther into the Bronx and deeper
into herself than she’s ever been. In the year that follows, she enters the
staff rooms and classrooms as an outsider, a visiting artist from an unfamiliar culture, sometimes admired for her skills and creativity, other
times resented for it. While figuring out how to engage class after class of
wriggling preschoolers and contending with ambivalent supervisors, Miss
Leah succeeds in bringing the joy of music into crowded, underassisted
classrooms.
“From the racquetball that blackened her eye to the overflowing toilet, the
embezzling official, the scary crack in her trusty old green Guild guitar, and the
countless songs and smiles, musician Leah Wells strummed and sang through
a school year of hurdles and satisfaction in this inspired, entertaining chronicle by a truly gifted teacher. If you want to know New York and its classrooms
and their street-wise kids, you won’t find a better or more musical guide.”
—Jeffrey Burke has reviewed books for Harper’s, the Wall Street
		
Journal, Newsday, Kirkus, and the Mail on Sunday
“A refreshingly personal perspective. This non-academic book brought me
back to my own days with administrators, teachers, parents, and students.
Leah Wells reminds us that learning does not occur in a vacuum, but happens
with particular people in particular places. She also reminds us that the highest qualification for a teacher is not necessarily a title or degree—but a creative
mind and generous heart.”
—Elizabeth Taub, LCSW, Special Education Social Worker, formerly
		
with New York City Deptartment of Education
“While I know this account is true, the stories engaged me as though I was
reading great fiction.”
—Heidi Kohn, LCSW
Available on Amazon, B & N, powells.com, and more
$17.00 paperback / $7.99 eBook
www.heliotropebooks.com • www.leahwellsmusic.com
ISBNs = 978-1-942762-10-2 paper / 978-1-942762-11-9 eBook
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